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Introduction/Objective
● An average of nearly 1 million accidents occur each year due to wet pavement [1]
● As of now, there is little research in this area; especially automated control of the car in a situation 

where the driver may be panicking
● As such, we introduce a proof-of-concept system for an autonomous car system in low control 

situations
● The primary goal of this system is to keep the occupants of the car safe, minimizing harm to the 

passengers if a crash is unavoidable. The secondary goal is reaching the end of the road safely, so 
long as a crash was avoided.

● Our project is designed around this reality, from rewards and model to experimental design



Methodology
● Our goal was for the agent to learn to avoid obstacles/walls and to stop
● As such, the rewards for our reinforcement learning model were as follows:
● High impulse when in contact with a wall or obstacle:

○ High impulse indicates a drastic crash. 
■ The penalty is proportional to the impact of the car
■ If a crash is drastic enough, the episode ends

○ Penalty is offset by reduction in speed from initial
○ Penalty for “love tapping”

● Successfully stopping:
○ Successfully stopping for 1 second counts as a success and a big reward is given

● Reaching the end of the simulation
○ If the car successfully reaches the goal at the end of the road, a big reward is 

given.



Methodology - Continued

● Agent Actions
○ (floats) - turn left, turn right, no turn
○ (floats) - move forward, move backwards, don’t move
○ (boolean) - break or don’t break

● RL State
○ LiDAR sensors
○ Linear Velocity of agent
○ Angular Velocity of Agent



Experimental Design
● For the car:

○ Car is spawned randomly on left or right
○ Car initially either has a slow speed or fast 

speed (although 90% of the time it’s fast)
○ Car can have some rotation to it and angular 

velocity
○ Tire friction set to .1 or .4

● For obstacles:
○ There are a variable number of obstacles (1-

5)
○ Obstacles are placed randomly on the left or 

right side of the road and with differing 
lengths

○ Obstacles can have a rotation to them
○ Obstacles are most of the time spread apart 

but sometimes jumbled together (pileup)
● Randomly there are unwinnable scenarios (the 

goal is blocked by a large car)



Technology
● Unity

○ Game Engine / Simulation Environment
○ ML Agents

■ Open source
■ Reinforcement Learning - Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO)

● Neural Network
● TensorFlow
● Policy Gradient Method

○ Gradient descent to search space of parametrized policies
● On-Policy algorithm

○ Policy used to make decisions is the policy being improved upon



Technology - Demo



Results

Rewards

Episode Length



Test Environment



Conclusion
● Hydroplaning and low friction/high speed environments are dangerous and difficult to navigate
● Here we provide a proof-of-concept reinforcement based machine learning model that is capable of 

reducing harm to the passengers of a car in a low-friction situation
● Some limitations:

○ This simulation is not immediately applicable to a real-world scenario, as the authors focused on the 
training, rather than how accurate the simulation environment is to a real world wet road.

○ Similarly, there was no training for curved roads, different elevations, or other moving vehicles, to 
simplify training (however, most hydroplaning situations are on highways, which are straight roads 
with high speeds)

● This system, in theory, after more improvement and simulation, could be used to safely navigate a 
car through obstacles in a low friction environment
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